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considered poor manners to present the
check before it is requested, so when
you’re ready to leave, ask «La cuenta,
por favor» and your bill will be delivered
to you.

Need to Know

MONEY EXCHANGE: Although
you may have to wait in line for a few
minutes, remember that the banks will
give you a higher rate of exchange than
the exchange booths (caja de cambio).
Better yet, if you have a «bank card»,
withdraw funds from your account back
home. Try to avoid exchanging money at
your hotel. Traditionally, those offer the
worst rates.

I

f you’ve been meaning to find a little information on the region,
but never quite got around to it, we hope that the following will help.
Look at the map in this issue, you will note that PV (as the locals call
it) is on the west coast of Mexico, in the middle of the Bay of Banderas,
the largest bay in this country, that includes southern part of the state
of Nayarit to the north and the northern part of Jalisco to the south.
Thanks to its privileged location -sheltered by the Sierra Madre
mountains- the Bay is well protected against the hurricanes spawned
in the Pacific. Hurricane Kenna came close on October 25, 2002,
but actually touched down in San Blas, Nayarit, some 200 miles
north of PV. The town sits on the same parallel as the Hawaiian
Islands, thus the similarities in the climate of the two destinations.
AREA: 1,300 sq. kilometers
POPULATION: Approx. 325,000
inhabitants
CLIMATE: Tropical, humid, with
an average of 300 sunny days per year.
The temperature averages 28oC (82oF)
and the rainy season extends from late
June to early October.

allowed under certain circumstances
but fishing of any kind is prohibited.
Every year, the Bay receives the visit
of the humpback whales, dolphins and
manta rays in the winter. During the
summer, sea turtles, a protected species,
arrive to its shores to lay their eggs.

FAUNA: Nearby Sierra Vallejo
hosts a great variety of animal species
such as iguana, guacamaya, deer,
raccoon, etc.

ECONOMY: Local economy is
based mainly on tourism, construction
and to a lesser degree, on agriculture,
mainly tropical fruit such as mango,
papaya,
watermelon,
pineapple,
guanabana, cantaloupe and bananas.

SANCTUARIES:
Bahía
de
Banderas encloses two Marine
National Parks - Los Arcos and the
Marieta Islands - where diving is

CURRENCY: The Mexican Peso is
the legal currency in Mexico although
Canadian and American dollars are
widely accepted.
BUSES: A system of urban buses
with different routes. Current fare is
$6.50 Pesos per ticket and passengers
must purchase a new ticket every time
they board another bus. There are no
“transfers”.
TAXIS: There are set rates within
defined zones of the town. Do not enter
a taxi without agreeing on the price with
the driver FIRST. If you are staying in a
hotel, you may want to check the rates
usually posted in the lobby. Also, if you
know which restaurant you want to go,
do not let the driver change your mind.
Many restaurateurs pay commissions to
taxi drivers and you may end up paying
more than you should, in a second-rate
establishment! There are 2 kinds of taxi
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cabs: those at the airport and the maritime
port are usually vans that can only be
boarded there. They have pre-fixed rates
per passenger. City cabs are yellow cars
that charge by the ride, not by passenger.
When you ask to go downtown, many
drivers let you off at the beginning of the
area, near Hidalgo Park. However, your
fare covers the ENTIRE central area, so
why walk 10 to 15 blocks to the main
plaza, the Church or the flea market?
Pick up a free map, and insist on your full
value from the driver! Note the number
of your taxi in case of any problem, or
if you forget something in the cab. Then
your hotel or travel rep can help you
check it out or lodge a complaint.
TIME ZONE: The entire State of
Jalisco is on Central Time, as is the
southern part of the State of Nayarit
- from San Blas in the north through
to the Ameca River, i.e.: San Blas,
San Pancho, Sayulita, Punta Mita, La
Cruz de Huanacaxtle, Bucerías, Nuevo
Vallarta, etc.)
TELEPHONE CALLS: Always
check on the cost of long distance
calls from your hotel room. Some
establishments charge as much as U.S.
$7.00 per minute!
CELL PHONES: Most cellular
phones from the U.S. and Canada may
be programmed for local use, through
Telcel and IUSAcell, the local carriers.
To dial cell to cell, use the prefix 322,
then the seven digit number of the
person you’re calling. Omit the prefix if
dialling a land line.
LOCAL CUSTOMS: Tipping
is usually 10%-15% of the bill at
restaurants and bars. Tip bellboys, taxis,
waiters, maids, etc. depending on the
service. Taking a siesta is a Mexican
tradition. Some businesses and offices
close from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m., reopening
until 7 p.m. or later. In restaurants, it is
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WHAT TO DO: Even if your allinclusive hotel is everything you ever
dreamed of, you should experience at
least a little of all that Vallarta has to
offer - it is truly a condensed version of
all that is Mexican and existed before
«Planned Tourist Resorts», such as
Cancun, Los Cabos and Ixtapa, were
developed. Millions have been spent to
ensure that the original “small town”
flavor is maintained downtown, in the
Old Town and on the South Side.
DRINKING WATER: The false
belief that a Mexican vacation must
inevitably lead to an encounter with
Moctezuma’s revenge is just that:
false. For the 17th year in a row, Puerto
Vallarta’s water has been awarded
a certification of purity for human
consumption. It is one of only two
cities in Mexico that can boast of such
accomplishment. True, the quality of
the water tested at the purification plant
varies greatly from what comes out of
the tap at the other end. So do be careful.
On the other hand, most large hotels
have their own purification equipment
and most restaurants use purified water.
If you want to be doubly sure, you can
pick up purified bottled water just about
anywhere.
EXPORTING PETS: Canadian and
American tourists often fall in love with
one of the many stray dogs and cats in
Vallarta. Many would like to bring it
back with them, but believe that the laws
do not allow them to do so. Wrong. If
you would like to bring a cat or a dog
back home, call the local animal shelter
for more info: 293-3690.
LOCAL SIGHTSEEING: A good
beginning would be to take one of the City
Tours offered by the local tour agencies.
Before boarding, make sure you have a
map and take note of the places you want
to return to. Then venture off the beaten
path. Explore a little. Go farther than the
tour bus takes you. And don’t worry this is a safe place.
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L

ast Sunday, Ramón Demetrio
Guerrero took his oath of office
as Mayor of Puerto Vallarta for
the 3-year term ending September
30, 2015. He promised to govern
for the good of this destination, to
rebuild it and to fight for those who
have the least.
In his speech, he spoke of Vallarta
on the one hand as a beautiful city
like visitors see it, but on the other
where the poverty in which some
Vallartans live can be seen, though
it is hidden.
He spoke of the method of
governing used by former mayor
Salvador González Reséndiz, the
deficient services, impassable
streets, broken down patrol cars,
deficient security, burnt out street
lights and forgotten public places.
“This is the image that no one or
few want to see,” he said.
He pointed out that he is receiving
an administration with “broken”
finances, and contrary to Salvador
González Reséndiz’ statements,
“the city’s debt is around $1,200
Million Pesos.”
He also spoke of the municipal
payroll which includes over 3,800
workers, more than that of Jalisco’s
SATURDAY 6

capital city of Guadalajara – a
city of over 4 Million inhabitants,
for the attendance to know how
González Reséndiz worked. Every
time the latter’s name came up, it
was loudly booed by the audience,
calling him names and yelling at
him to leave.
Guerrero committed himself to
run a transparent government, with
all the information regarding the
debt, the City’s payroll, the 20%
reduction in salaries, etc. We know
that this will be a government of
austerity, the financial problems
will not be resolved so quickly.
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As part of his speech, Vallarta’s
new Mayor decreed that there
would be no permits issued to
build or change the land usage
category, which could damage the
mountains or put them at risk.
Finally, he expressed his hope
that the six councilpersons of equal
representation from the PRI-PV,
PRD and PAN parties will work
with him to form an exemplary
government.
(Source: Brenda Montiel prensaglobal.com)
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The Metropolitan Opera live broadcasts
arrive in Puerto Vallarta

V

irtualVallarta.com has just received news
from Teatro Vallarta that the theater has concluded
all the licensing and testing required by the
Metropolitan Opera and Mexico City’s Auditorio
Nacional, their country-wide representative,
to broadcast the acclaimed Live in HD Opera
broadcasts from The Met in New York City. For
several years now, The Met has been broadcasting
its Saturday opera matinees to select theaters and
movie houses around the world, including other
destinations in Mexico. The Met relies on decades
of live broadcast experience, incorporating state
of the art high-definition cameras and audio
equipment, to provide audiences around the world
with an immersive experience that equals or even
tops that of being center stage at the legendary
New York concert hall.
This is possible by carefully directed
broadcasts, involving many different angles,
and additional, behind the scenes takes before,
during and after the performances, as well as

intermission. Frequently, lead opera singers,
conductors and stage designers are interviewed
as well, to provide audiences with a more
comprehensive experience of the opera being
performed. Regardless of the language of the
opera, they are all subtitled with the language
of the country in which they are screened; in
our case, Spanish.
No news has been released yet by Teatro
Vallarta regarding ticket purchases and prices.
However, those interested can access The Met’s
Live in HD schedule (www.metoperafamily.
org/metopera/liveinhd/LiveinHD.aspx)
for
their entire 2012-2013 season, which begins
with the October 13 broadcast of Donizetti’s
L’Elisir d’Amore, in a new production starring
Anna Netrebko and Matthew Polenzani.
Maurizio Benini conducts. The Met’s website
also features a preview video of all the entire
season.
Vallarta Lifestyles Publishing Group
congratulates Teatro Vallarta for bringing to
our destination a much needed new option in
the increasing number of music and culturerelated opportunities available for tourists and
locals here. For more information, visit Teatro
Vallarta’s website, www.teatrovallarta.com
(Source: Paco Ojeda – virtualvallarta.com)

Former IFC President died In Tennessee
by POLLY G. VICARS

Lynn Nokes, former IFC
President, left Vallarta a
few years ago due to health
problems.
She had been
living in her native Tennessee
and after a severe fall, passed
away quietly on September
25, 2012
Lynn will be remembered
for her devotion to the
charities of Puerto Vallarta, her fabulous
floral arrangements and delicious meals
she prepared for many.

Her generosity was incredible to
individuals in need as well as to the various
charities - Becas Vallarta, Red
Cross, Cleft Palate program
and more.
Quietly, she went about
giving a helping hand
wherever needed, as well
as successfully leading the
International Friendship Club
for two terms. Vallartenses
were changed for the better by
her years living among them.
Rest in Peace, Lynn
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About the pets…
by GRETCHEN DeWITT

T

here are several blogspots and
websites that have photographs
and descriptions of dogs and cats
that have been lost and/or found,
animals that need rescuing and/or
fostering, animals for adoption and
requests from people who would
like to adopt a cat or dog. The
managers of these websites and
blogs are doing a very good job of
publishing this information. The
results are more vet care, more
rescues, more foster homes and
more adoptions. In order to avoid
duplications, I will greatly reduce
that kind of information on my blog.
For local animal information and
photographs on Facebook, please
view: “AngeliCat”, “AyudaMutt”,
“Cuidando sus Huellitas”,
“Paraiso
Felino”,
“PV
AnimalAc”, “PVDogNews”; Plus:
kaninapvrescate@gmail.com; www.
mexpup.com;
www.PurrProject.
com; spcapv.blogspot.com
If I am missing an organization,
please let me know.
Like many, I have rescued several
dozen cats and dogs and found
homes for them. There is a lot of
time and some stress and expense
in this endeavor, but it is extremely
rewarding to find a good home for
an animal that would at best live a
difficult and dangerous life. The
way I can help the most animals
avoid a future life of suffering is to
focus on the free mobile sterilization
clinics of PEACE.
Sterilizations: San Blas, Nayarit,
Sept. 19-22 – Dogs: Males 12,
Females - 43; Cats: Males – 12,
Females – 26. TOTAL: 93.

Plus 1 euthanasia for a dog
with TVT (transmissible venereal
tumor); 1 pregnancy terminated
for a dog carrying 8 fetuses; and 3
consultations.
Adoptions: Three of “Clarita`s”
six-week old puppies. Too young to
be operated on now, the puppies will
be sterilized by the new owners.
Rescued and need foster/
permanent homes: A very pretty
but emaciated dog found at the
Pemex station by Lee Chapman.
Contact puercoazul@pvnet.com.mx
Photos attached.
“Beauty,” the beaten Pit Bull mix
being fostered by Merry Collins. She
is recovering and has gained at least
three kilos. Contact: mexicomerry@
gmail.com
Sweet “Clarita,” a small black
and white dog and her remaining 3
puppies. Clarita was the dog from
the Acopio that was rescued and
taken to Colina clinic for spaying.
She delivered her 6 puppies there
shortly after arriving. Mama and
babies are being fostered by Sofi
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Gonzalez. If interested, contact:
sofiagnl@hotmail.com
A handsome 2-year old purebred
Australian Mastiff rescued off the
street by Jhovanee Monge and
her husband, photographer Danilo
Rottigni. He has recovered almost
completely from mange and has
been neutered and vaccinated. He
is extremely sweet and playful,
but will probably go after cats. If
interested, please contact: danilo.
rottigni@gmail.com Photo of what
this dog looks like, is attached.
Need rescuing: All the dogs and
cats and the Centro de Acopio, the
local pound. Open 8-3 MondayFriday. Telephone: 293-3690. For
photos of lost and found animals and
animals for adoption in foster homes:
“PV AnimalAc” and “AngeliCat”
pages on FB. The dogs at the Acopio
are at great risk. The government
truck from Guadalajara arrives twice
monthly to take the dogs who have
been at the pound the longest back to
Guadalajara for mass electrocution.
AngeliCat, which consists of only
two volunteers, can no longer rescue
the cats and kittens at the
Acopio because they don’t have
the space or funds. SOLUTION:
STERILIZATION!
PLEASE
SUPPORT PEACE FREE CLINICS.
PEACE clinic information: To
volunteer or for specific directions:
melissa@peacemexico.org
Addresses and directions are
usually not confirmed until Tuesday
evening before scheduled clinic for
that week. No food or water after
midnight before bringing pets to
clinic. Minimum age for sterilization
for cats and dogs is 8 weeks. Animals
are treated for ticks, fleas, parasites
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and mange. Please arrive early. Our
limit is 25 animals a day. First come,
first serve. If lost en route, call Lalo
at 044 (322) 141-1030. Times: 9
AM-2 PM Wednesday-Friday and 9
AM-12 N on Saturday.
New schedule for PEACE free
spay/neuter clinics: October – 3 to
6: Ixtapa, 10 to 13, 17 to 20, 24 to 27
and 31 to Nov. 3: all in PV, locations
to be announced.
“Ayuda A Los Animales” (Help
The Animals) is the free mobile
spay/neuter program of PEACE.
The clinics need funding and are
the only solution to the enormous
overpopulation of cats and dogs.
Four thousand cats and dogs were
sterilized in the area of the Bay of
Banderas in 2011. Clinics need
funding! Cost to PEACE is estimated
to be $2,268 per surgery week for
2012. For approximately 4,000
cats and dogs, breakdown is $26.07.
U.S. Clinics also need volunteers,
locations for our mobile unit, and
vet & pet supplies including meds,
used towels, sheets, kennels, collars
and leashes. To donate: www.
peacemexico.org PEACE has taxfree status in the U.S., Mexico and
Canada.
www.peacemexico.org
http://www.facebook.com/Peace.
Mexico
Please remember that for every
dollar or peso we receive for the
clinics, Linda & Fred Marshall will
donate two, up to the amount of
$15,000 U.S.
In PEACE and bliss,
Gretchen@peacemexico.org
www.gretchen-peace-and-pv.
blogspot.com
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October 12th - Columbus Day,
Día de la Raza, Canadian Thanksgiving

Depending on where you are,
October 12th is celebrated differently
…and for different reasons.
In Mexico, as in most Hispanic
countries in the Americas, it is the
day when Christopher
Columbus’ ships approached the
shores of one of the islands off the
coast of the “new world” (named
America in honor of Italian navigator
Amerigo Vespucci who had reached
the north coast of what we call South
America today).
The day marks the beginning of
relations between Europe and the
Americas, the “meeting of two
worlds” that transformed forever the
vision of the world and the lives of
Europeans and “americans” as well.
On the evening of August 3, 1492,
Columbus departed from Palos,
Spain, with three ships: one larger
carrack, Santa María, nicknamed
Gallega (the Gallician), and two
smaller caravels, Pinta (the Painted)
and Santa Clara, nicknamed Niña
(the Girl). And, as they say, the rest
is history.
For centuries, many people
believed that Columbus was a great
discoverer – but in reality Columbus
discovered nothing.

How can you “discover” a land
that already had 20 million native
people already living there?
What Columbus did was to set
into motion a chain of viciousness
that lasted for more than 500 years:
genocide, slavery, dehumanizing
acts of inhumanity, atrocities of
barbarism and brutality in crimes
against humanity on a huge
murderous scale.
“Research of Columbus over the
years paints a much different picture
of him than what many people know.
Christopher Columbus introduced
two phenomena that revolutionized
race relations and transformed the
modern world: the taking of land,
wealth, and labor from indigenous
peoples, leading to their near
extinction, and the transatlantic
slave trade of black American’s
black ancestors, which created a
racial underclass that exists still to
this day.”
Many people look upon Columbus
as a great navigator. That is true. But
he was also a plunderer.
“We can understand Columbus and
all European explorers (and settlers)
more clearly if 1492 is treated not
as a discovery, but as a meeting of
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THREE different cultures: Europe,
Native peoples of the North/South/
Central America/Mexico and the
Caribbean, and Africa (which was
soon involved via the enslavement
of defenseless Africans by greedy
Europeans).”
Before the landing of Europeans in
the New World, there were thriving
civilizations: Mayan, Aztec, Inca
and Arawaks - to name just a few.
And just as the history of native
peoples in the Americas has been
thoroughly
white-washed,
the
history of black America, both
pre-slavery and after slavery, is
practically written out of America’s
history books, especially the preslavery history.
It still remains that Columbus,
and those conquerors who came
after him, did more harm than good
towards the native people of the
New World (directly) and the black
people of the Trans-Atlantic slave
trade (indirectly). And if the history
of Columbus is taught in schools,
all of it must be taught, the good
with the bad. And the history of the
native peoples of America and black
Americans, who had just as much a
part in the building of this country.
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El Día de
la Raza
There’s a saying that Columbus
landed in 1492 and nine months
later the first latinoamericano
was born. El Día de la Raza is
celebrated on Columbus Day. It
either replaces it or is combined
with the holiday, depending on
the nation celebrating. The U.S.
celebrates on the second Monday
in October; most of Latin America
celebrates it on the 12th. El Día
de la Raza celebrates the birth
of the Latin American identity,
with its bittersweet history and
contradictions.
Hispanics have a particular
concern when it comes to the
celebration of Columbus. For
them, the dilemma is that our
cultures and languages are
heavily influenced by Native
Americans (referred to as indios
in Latin America). Beyond the
influence of indio culture, we
share much of the same blood,
and therefore history. The same
can be said of the Africans who
would become slaves in the
Americas. Many call the attacks
on Columbus revisionist history,
but that claim loses weight in
light of the fact that history was
being revised as it was written.
Every action, regardless how
malevolent, was justified in the
name of the Church. Our accepted
history isn’t the work of unbiased
intellectuals, but rather religious
and political zealots seeking
fortune. The rest of the story has
also been recorded, but is seldom
presented.
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New
SOUL TRAIN CRUISE
Announced

Canadian Thanksgiving

In

Canada Thanksgiving
is celebrated on the second
Monday in October. Unlike
the American tradition of
remembering Pilgrims and
settling in the New World,
Canadians give thanks for a
successful harvest. The harvest
season falls earlier in Canada
compared to the United States
due to the simple fact that
Canada is further north.
The history of Thanksgiving
in Canada goes back to an
English
explorer,
Martin
Frobisher, who had been trying
to find a northern passage to the
Orient. He did not succeed, but
he did establish a settlement
in Northern America. In the
year 1578, he held a formal
ceremony, in what is now called
Newfoundland, to give thanks
for surviving the long journey.
This is considered the first
Canadian Thanksgiving. Other
settlers arrived and continued
these ceremonies. He was later
knighted and had an inlet of
the Atlantic Ocean in northern
Canada named after him –
Frobisher Bay.

At the same time, French
settlers, having crossed the
ocean and arrived in Canada
with explorer
Samuel de Champlain, also
held huge feasts of thanks.
They even formed ‘The Order
of Good
Cheer’ and gladly shared
their food with their Indian
neighbours.
After the Seven Years’ War
ended in 1763, the citizens of
Halifax held a special day of
Thanksgiving.
During the American Revolution,
Americans who remained loyal
to England moved to Canada
where they brought the customs
and practices of the American
Thanksgiving to Canada. (There
are many similarities between the
two Thanksgivings such as the
cornucopia, the turkey and the
pumpkin pie.)
Eventually in 1879, Parliament
declared November 6th a day
of Thanksgiving and a national
holiday. Over the years many dates
were used for Thanksgiving, the
most popular was the 3rd Monday
in October. After World War I, both
Armistice Day and Thanksgiving
were celebrated on the Monday of
the week in which November 11th
occurred. Ten years later, in 1931,
the two days became separate
holidays and Armistice Day was
renamed Remembrance Day.
Finally, on January 31st, 1957,
Parliament proclaimed: “A Day of
General Thanksgiving to Almighty
God for the bountiful harvest with
which Canada has been blessed”
...to be observed on the 2nd Monday
in October.”
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ust 75 days after it was announced, the inaugural SOUL TRAIN
CRUISE has exceeded expectations by selling out so quickly. In
response to the overwhelming demand, a second 7-day cruise has been
scheduled for October 2013. Tickets are on sale already.
Artists confirmed to perform onboard include Earth, Wind & Fire,
Gladys Knight, Jeffrey Osborne, The Whispers, Freddie Jackson,
Sugarfoot’s Ohio Players, Jennifer Holliday, Billy Paul , ConFunkShun,
Jody Watley, Regina Belle, The Bar-Kays, The Dazz Band, The Mary
Jane Girls, The Original Lakeside, A Taste of Honey featuring Janice
Marie, DW3, Comedian Alonzo Bodden and DJ extraordinaire Biz
Markie.
Excitement is already running high as the legendary acts look
forward to the historic trip and meeting their fans. Earth, Wind & Fire
declare, “Soul Train is an American institution. The weekly show not
only was one of the longest running series in the history of television, it
changed us and pop culture forever. Jeffrey Osborne says, “I can’t wait
for the second SOUL TRAIN CRUISE to set sail in October of 2013. I
will be on board performing and hanging out with all of the wonderful
passengers as we visit places like Puerto Vallarta and Cabo San Lucas.”
Guests will also be invited to non-stop parties, special events, meet
& greets with legendary R&B acts and more. CENTRIC Television (a
part of BET Networks, a division of Viacom) returns to the Hippest Trip
at Sea as a media partner and presenting sponsor. Continues Osborne,
“I’m also looking forward to hosting a celebrity golf tournament in
Puerto Vallarta. Make your reservations now. This one is gonna be
incredible!”
The 7- day luxury cruise will depart from San Diego, CA on October
5th, 2013, traveling to Cabo San Lucas, with two days in Puerto Vallarta
and a scenic cruising of Baja Magdalena, before returning on October
12th. The Inaugural SOUL TRAIN CRUISE, featuring Patti LaBelle,
The O’Jays and Jeffrey Osborne, and many more, has been sold out
since early summer. It departs Feb. 17th, 2013, from Fort Lauderdale
before returning on Feb. 24th, 2013.
Back-to-back concerts by legendary artists are just part of the nonstop events scheduled aboard the SOUL TRAIN CRUISE. Guests
will also be invited to wildly fun Soul By The Sea beach parties, a
Solid Gold Theme Ball with the iconic Soul Train Line led by Original
Soul Train Dancers who actually danced on the iconic show, and DJ
extraordinaire Biz Markie spinning classic R&B and current hits on
deck all transporting them back in time to the early days (and outrageous
fashions) of the original TV series. Cruisers will also participate in
onboard games such as the beloved Scramble Board and other retrofueled contests, vie for Soul Train DVD, t-shirt and CD giveaways all
while enjoying world class meals, sun and fun, and much, much more.
Reservations for cabins on this cruise may be made now by visiting
www.SoulTrainCruise.com or calling (toll free) (855) SOUL TRAIN
(855-768-5872). Cabin rates start at $1,900 per person and include
all meals, concerts, entertainment and onboard activitiesFor further
information, go to www.SoulTrainCruise.com
FRIDAY 12
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Vallarta Voices

by ANNA REISMAN

T

he other day, as I was
working at my computer,
I heard a strange and
loud clucking sound from
somewhere in the garden
behind our house. I thought
it was a bird, one I had never
heard before, so I went out to
check it out.
Well, I was wrong. It was
a grey squirrel! I’ve seen the
odd squirrel here in Vallarta,
but never on our property.
When it saw me, it scurried off
towards our neighbor’s place.
Good move, little guy! I’m
really not sure how my dogs or
cats would have reacted to it.
By the time you read this, I
will be in the Great White North,
on my annual visit with some of
my children, grandchildren, and
friends.
It’s always the same thing with
me, every year. I hate leaving my
home in PV. It took me a couple
of years before the word “home”
began referring to Vallarta instead
of Montreal, but that was many,
many years ago. As much as I look
forward to seeing everyone again, I
still start counting the days ‘till my
return as soon as I get on the plane.
I miss Vallarta and my ménagerie
of furries terribly while I’m gone.
Sure, it’s nice to see the leaves
turn fiery colors up there, to find
strawberry rhubarb pies wherever I
go, fresh, sweet “peaches ‘n cream”
corn, go to all-you-can-eat, real,
honest-to-goodness Chinese and
Indian buffets, have cold water
lobster from New Brunswick, but
still…

The continuous rains caused by
Hurricane Norman way out in the
Pacific caused even more damage to
PV’s potholed streets. My colleague
Gretchen wrote a beautiful
description in her recent blog:
“Le déluge! Dramatic, drenching
downpours this week flooded the
streets, cut out electricity in some
neighborhoods
and
surprised
Vallarta residents. It is late in the
season for so much rain. Tropical
rains turn the skies and bay a
clouded opal color. Mist and wispy
clouds cling to the lush jungled
foothills of the Sierra Madre that
overlook the town and bay. Driving
in the tempests, with the windows
of our car rolled up and the AC
on, I imagine cold, stormy winter
weather. The door opens, and I feel
the rush of heat and humidity. It is
still summer.”
And I took a photo.
I would have attended the
swearing in ceremony for our new
Mayor last Sunday morning, but I
confess that I am anything but an
SATURDAY 6

early riser… In any case, a few
colleagues of mine told me that
the audience didn’t hesitate to
make its feelings known about
the outgoing mayor, with very
loud booing, often.
Well, here’s to the new
administration and its leader!
May they turn this town’s fortunes
around. They will purportedly have
help from the State of Jalisco which
is stepping forward to somewhat
reduce the enormous debts that
Guadalajara, Tonala and Puerto
Vallarta inherited.
Some of the new Council
members stated that they intended
to continue working at the “old”
City Hall, that the new building
is not completed, that their offices
should be downtown, where people
can reach them easily, etc. etc. A
friend of ours who drove out to
the new building said that the road
leading to it is all nicely paved, but
the one leading TO it is …a river
full of potholes.
There have been a number of
appointments and we animal lovers
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were delighted to hear
that the local pound
known as Centro de
Acopio will now be
headed by a lady who
truly cares. And… Silvia
Alvarez, my friend and
colleague from our days at
the Tribune (and the godmother
of three of my cats), creator of
El Rincon del Hueso blog, has
been named to head the Press
Department!
How great is that? Who knows?
With Silvia at the helm, we the
media may actually be advised of
the events organized by the City’s
Cultural Department before they
happen, and in time to publicize
them.
That is all I’ve been able to find
out for you, dear reader, so I’ll call
it quits for today.
Happy Thanksgiving Day to
all my fellow Canadians, I wish
a wonderful week to you all, and
a most Happy Birthday to all the
Libras out there! Hasta luego.
sheis@ymail.com

Good Bites

Archie’s Wok Reopens Oct. 8th!

B

ut there’s more to our history than just great flavors.
Sometimes we all need more than just chips, guacamole and
margaritas. Archie’s Wok is your haven for bold and innovative
flavors to get you out of that Mexican rut!
Since 1986, Archie’s Wok has been legendary in Banderas Bay
for serving-up original cuisine influenced by the exotic flavors of
Thailand, China, and the Philippines. Archie’s helped establish
the culinary foundation of Puerto Vallarta and continues to be
one of the bay’s most beloved, longtime established restaurants.
It all began in 1976 when Archie was asked to become
Hollywood director John Huston’s private chef at his personal
retreat on Banderas Bay’s south shore. Only reachable by boat,
Las Caletas (The Coves) was John Huston’s rustic jungle villa
by the sea.
A WORLD OF FLAVORS: “Having feasted around the
globe, I can appreciate this wizardry.
You bring the Orient, indeed the world, to my table in the
middle of the Mexican Jungle. Marvelous flavours - I applaud
you Archie!”- Written by John Huston to Archie at Playa Caletas,
1981. Today, his family upholds Archie’s legacy of presenting a
world of flavors at this tranquil Asian-inspired restaurant.
So when you finally say “no more tacos,” head on over to
Archie’s Wok and discover a world of flavors. Named “Best
Asian” in Vallarta for the past 7 years. Ask about their “gluten
free” options. Open Monday through Saturday from 2 to 11
p.m. The ever-popular d’Rachael continues to perform classical
and contemporary music on harp, flute & vocals each Friday
and Saturday evenings from 7:30 to 10:30 p.m. Located in
the Romantic Zone on Vallarta’s South Side at 130 Francisca
Rodriguez. You know the street, the one that meets the new
pier. 222-0411. No reservations needed.
SATURDAY 6
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Good Bites

They’re all open!

Chef Bruce

Los Mercados reopened last Wednesday, adding many new items in all of
their shops as well as bringing back all of your favorite things. Just a halfblock east (inland) from the Molina De Agua Plaza at 265 Aquiles Serdan,
same block as the old Rizo’s, Los Mercados is open Monday through
Saturday from 9 AM to 8 PM.
Archie’s Wok (Monday, October 8th) is where you’ll find “a feeling of
serenity... very soothing... like an Oriental patio... extremely comfortable...
subtle, intriguing flavors... care to detail... cuisine of the Philippines, with
delicate touches of Thai and Chinese... some of the best exotic cocktails
around.” (See separate article on the previous page.)
Coco Tropical - “Right on the beach... Great for serious, first rate people
watching ...and for dancing to Kosmas’ music at night, very romantic... The
sound of the waves, subtle lights, discreet and efficient service, fabulous
menu and quality of every dish therein... Fully stocked bar for that special,
refreshing drink in the middle of the day...” At the foot of Basilio Badillo.
Tel.: 222-5485.
El Arrayan – “Authentic traditional Mexican cuisine, voted Best of its
class 8 years in a row... true, inimitable delights to sight and taste… spacious,
welcoming and charming Hacienda patio style … cool, casual atmosphere
… attentive, friendly service promoting the use of regionally-produced
ingredients…” Open Wednesday to Monday from 5:30 to 11 p.m. at 344
Allende St. downtown. Closed on Tuesdays. Reservations at 222-7195 and
now online at www.elarrayan.com.mx
Hacienda San Angel - “…breathtakingly beautiful, a visual treat… the
180o view is absolutely spectacular… The menu is not extensive, but every
item has obviously been selected with great care. Service is superb, attentive
and subdued, the atmosphere is elegant, yet comfortable, making the guests
feel as if they are dining in a wealthy, close friend’s hacienda of yesteryear.”
Located up on the hill at 336 Miramar downtown. Tel.: 222-2692.
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Teatro Limon – “A Theatrical Event indeed… quick-witted, talented
Canadian Chef Bruce Byng prepares succulent 3- or 5-course dinners
for a dining room full of people – single-handedly pleasing everyone…
classy yet affordable …unique in PV… no set menu to speak of - always
superb!” Callejon del Limon 1 in Palmar de Aramara. Tel.: 225-2606.
www.teatrolimon.com
Chef Bruce has also recently opened “Poco Limon” at his original
location of the Back Alley Bistro, 143 Rodolfo Gomez, behind La Piazzetta
and Café Bohemio in the Romantic Zone on the south side of town. Cell:
044 (322) 222-7911. Fabulous!
ViteA Oceanfront Bistro – “… superb worldwide reputation … always
full, some of the best people watching in town, with an unobstructed
view of the bay beyond … lovely, European-style, elegant yet bistro-like
… portions are generous, service is truly irreproachable; the bar is fully
stocked, the desserts are decadent, and the coffees superb. The panoramic
view of the Bay of Banderas is breathtakingly beautiful, and the prices are
always reasonable.” On the south side Malecon, corner of Libertad.
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The 7 Arts

That
loss
has
resonated
throughout my entire adult life, a
backdrop of grief. And that same
kind of loss resonated through the
ending of Smoke Signals.
This movie touches the heart –
touches the mind – resonates in the
soul.
And I almost switched channels
after the first 15 minutes!

by JOE HARRINGTON

Smoke Signals
Every once in a while, while
surfing on TV, I stumble across an
overlooked gem. I was planning
on reviewing Trouble with the
Curve this week, but then I saw
Smoke Signals and it had a threestar rating so figured, why not? I
was planning on watching another
movie that started 20 minutes later.
But felt, what the hell, why not see
if an Independent had something
to offer? The first 15 minutes I
was a little confused – story okay
but nothing startling – father burns
down home by accident, saves a
kid, then leaves the reservation –
of course it had to be a reservation
with that title.
So I settled back waiting for
the auto signal to change me to
the next movie and a funny thing
happened – the whole mood of the
movie changed from 15 minutes

in and for the next five minutes
I started to sit up straighter, and
really became engrossed. With
the auto signal at the bottom of
the screen sent its message that it
was changing to another station
I immediately hit the cancel
button.
This movie is about the Indians
on a reservation in the panhandle
of Idaho – Coeur D’Alene Indian
Reservation. But its message, its
heart, its soul has nothing to do
with whether the people in it are
Indians, they just has well could
have been Irish, or Hispanic, or
Chinese, or Australians.
This movie is about love
and loss, about – at its heart –
forgiveness.
While watching the ending
and the voice over summing up
the denouement – my eyes welled
over, and I started to sob. I lost my
father when I was 18 – he was so
very young – massive heart attack
at 48.
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Don’t do that - rent this film
- whether you are German or
Ethiopian, or Turkish – or whatever
– this is a movie that addresses
such universal emotion of the
human condition that it is a must
for an avid movie lover – or even
an avid philosopher – to watch.
I don’t usually wax so poetic
over any movie – but this film
touches a person in a wonderfully
human way.
I went on line to Rotten Tomatoes
and was not surprised to see this
little gem got an 86% approval
rating. Then I looked it up on
Wikipedia and read some of the
reviews posted there. Peter Stack
of the San Francisco Chronicle
called the film, “Unpretentious,
funny and soulful. Well-acted,
well-written, with spare, beautiful
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imagery.”
Kevin Thomas of
the Los Angeles Times describes
Smoke Signals as, “A warm film
of friendship and reconciliation,
and whenever it refers to historic
injustices or contemporary issues
in Native American culture, it
does so with wry, glancing humor.
Smoke Signals is indeed poignant,
but above all it’s pretty funny.”
Results for Arbitrage
contest are in. This one
was based on a poster for
the movie that has Susan
Sarandon and Richard
Gere sitting at what is
obviously either a first class
restaurant or a special event
like a political fundraiser.
The couple are not looking at
each other and have serious
expressions on his face.
For the first submission
to make sense, you also
have to know that across
the table from the couple is
an empty chair.
Gary of
Kelowna, BC, Canada, who
also entered the Godfather
II contest, wrote, “Hang in
there, baby. Clint will stop
talking to that empty chair
any minute now.” Another
repeat was Joyce from Texas:
2) “After waiting six years, if
he doesn’t ask me tonight I’m
dumping him.” Teresa from Bay
Ridge Brooklyn wrote: 3) “If Bill
Clinton doesn’t stop this speech
in one more minute I’m faking a
heart attack.” Tom, from Boise,
Idaho, wrote 4) “Man, why did I
ever hire a female attorney?” And
the fifth submission was, “Dear
God, when am I going to learn
about how stupid blind dates are?”
Once again, I rolled a dice and the
number 3 came up. Congrats,Teresa.
Joe is an internationally published
true crime writer. You can send
him comments or criticism at
JoeMovieMadness@Yahoo.com
Artwork by Bob Crabb.
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Health Matters

Body & Sol
by KRYSTAL FROST
organic-select@hotmail.com

Foods that contain the highest amount of pesticides
Thanks to our friend Susy
for sharing this info from
Wake up World.
Many scientific studies suggest
that the effects of synthetic
pesticides can be detrimental to
our health; one study suggests that
the consumption of pesticides may
lead to ADHD in children; in some
other cases, exposure can lead to
many forms of cancers, infertility
problems and birth defects. Along
with the many other poor ‘food like’
products we are eating, there is an
array of foreign substances that are
entering our bodies.
As we expose ourselves to these
synthetic substances over the years,
our bodies become overloaded, and
our ‘cleaning’ mechanisms fail to
work. As a result, many of us develop
sickness and disease because our
bodies cannot efficiently remove
these toxins anymore. In order to
help give your body a break from
this chemical onslaught, we have
suggested what foods should be
eaten organically. The foods listed
below are some of the most toxic to
our bodies if eaten from conventional
sources. Based the Environment
Working Group (EWG), they
contain the most pesticides on or in
them compared to other foods; so,
if you are considering in switching
to organic, we would suggest
considering the below foods as a
first propriety in your transition.
Top 12 Foods You
Should Eat Organically
(From lowest to highest
amount of pesticides)

1. Apples: contain 42 known
pesticide residues found by the USDA
Pesticide Data Program (PDP). Out
of the 42 pesticide residues, there are
7 known carcinogens, 19 suspected
hormone disruptors, 10 neurotoxins,
6 developmental or reproductive
toxins, and 17 honeybee toxins.(?)
2. Cherries: contain 42 known
pesticide residues found by the
USDA PDP. Out of the 42 pesticide
residues, 7 known or probable
carcinogens, 22 suspected hormone
disruptors, 7 neurotoxins, 8
development or reproductive toxins,
and 18 honeybee toxins.
3. Green Beans:
contain 44
known pesticide residues found
by the USDA PDP. Out of the
44 pesticide residues, there are 8
known carcinogens, 22 suspected
hormone disruptors, 11 neurotoxins,
8 developmental or reproductive
toxins, and 18 honeybee toxins.
4. Collard Greens: contain 46
known pesticide residues found
by the USDA PDP. Out of the
46 pesticide residues, there are 9
known carcinogens, 25 suspected
hormone disruptors, 10 neurotoxins,
8 developmental or reproductive
toxins, and 25 honeybee toxins.
5. Spinach: contains 48 known
pesticide residues found by
the USDA PDP. Out of the 48
pesticide residues, there are 8
known carcinogens, 25 suspected
hormone disruptors, 8 neurotoxins,
6 developmental or reproductive
toxins, and 23 honeybee toxins.
6. Sweet Bell Peppers: contain
49 known pesticide residues found
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by the USDA PDP. Out of the 49
pesticide residues, there are 11
known carcinogens, 26 suspected
hormone disruptors, 13 neurotoxins,
10 developmental or reproductive
toxins, and 19 honeybee toxins.
7. Lettuce: contains 51 known
pesticide residues found by
the USDA PDP. Out of the 51
pesticide residues, there are 12
known carcinogens, 29 suspected
hormone disruptors, 9 neurotoxins,
10 developmental or reproductive
toxins, and 21 honeybee toxins.
8. Blueberries:
contain 52
known pesticide residues found
by the USDA PDP. Out of the
52 pesticide residues, there are 8
known carcinogens, 24 suspected
hormone disruptors, 14 neurotoxins,
7 developmental or reproductive
toxins, and 21 honeybee toxins.
9. Strawberries:
contain 54
known pesticide residues found
by the USDA PDP. Out of the
54 pesticide residues, there are 9
known carcinogens, 24 suspected
hormone disruptors, 11 neurotoxins,
12 developmental or reproductive
toxins, and 19 honeybee toxins.
10. Kale: contains 55 known
pesticide residues found by the
USDA PDP. Out of the 55 pesticide
residues, there are 9 known
carcinogens, 27 suspected hormone
disruptors, 10 neurotoxins, 10
developmental or reproductive
toxins, and 23 honeybee toxins.
11. Peaches: contain 62 known
pesticide residues found by the
USDA PDP. Out of the 62 pesticide
residues, there are 10 known
carcinogens, 29 suspected hormone
disruptors, 12 neurotoxins, 11
developmental or reproductive
toxins, and 25 honeybee toxins.
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12. Celery: contains the most at
64 known pesticide residues found
by the USDA PDP. Out of the 64
pesticide residues, there are 13
known carcinogens, 31 suspected
hormone disruptors, 12 neurotoxins,
14 developmental or reproductive
toxins, and 20 honeybee toxins.
Honorable Mentions
Each item is followed by the
number of known pesticide residues
found by the USDA Pesticide Data
Program: Broccoli - 33, Cucumbers
– 35, Grapes – 34, Potatoes – 37,
Tomatoes – 35.
5 Foods with the Lowest
Pesticide Residues
Bananas: 12, Grapefruit: 11,
Almonds: 9, Asparagus: 9, Onions: 1.
When buying produce always
consider buying organic. Better
yet, to ensure freshness, ensure that
you buy local as much as you can.
When you can buy both local and
organic, you can guarantee that the
product is both free of pesticides, and
full of nutrients. Further to this, you
will also avoid any potential foods
that may have been genetically
modified.
Yep, there you have it. We just
keep saying it: Support your local
organic farmers. It’s good for YOU
and our LOCAL ECONOMY.
We noticed no one ever talks
about the really scary stuff that
goes into packaging… organic
or otherwise. Be wary of / avoid
imported foods.
Krystal Frost is a long time resident
of Puerto Vallarta. Graduate of
University of Guadalajara, and
specialized in cosmetic acupuncture
at Bastyr University in Washington
State. She is the owner of Body & Sol
for over 15 years where she practices
traditional
Chinese
medicine,
acupuncture, massage therapy,
yoga, meditation and nutritional
counseling. She has created healing
programs for individuals, retreats
and spas. Questions and comments
may be directed to
organic-select@hotmail.com

Health Matters

Not the life
of the party?
by ALI HERNANDEZ

Although in some cultures and countries, intense

body odor is considered a desirable characteristic,
signifying greater sexual attractiveness and
even prowess, it can be quite distasteful to North
Americans.
Body odor – especially that of the armpits, groin
and even feet – is caused basically by the actions
of microorganisms (bacteria) that depend on the
environmental conditions present in those sites in
order to thrive.
It all begins with sweat. The body has two types
of sweat glands, and both types produce sweat that
is made up largely of water. The eccrine glands
(located on almost every part of the body) produce
the sweat that cools the body. The apocrine glands,
which are located in the armpits, around the nipples
and in the groin, produce sweat whose function is not
clear, but we do know that it contains a substantial
amount of oil, which provides food for bacteria. It’s
this bacterial feeding frenzy that creates the odor
that keeps others at a distance.
The accumulation of that latter type of sweat
promotes the development of numerous bacteria
whose metabolism releases a series of gases which
are responsible for the resulting odor.
Physical reactions, often adversely emotional ones
such as anger, anxiety and excitement also increase
production of sweat. Illnesses such as diabetes,
liver diseases, ulcers, hemorrhoids and menopause,
can produce body odor as well.
You can try some of the following home remedies,
which will help keep your body odor from
announcing your presence to those near and near.
- Stay clean. Wash at least a couple of times a
day, especially the armpits and the groin area, using
antibacterial soap to make sure.
- Wear adequate clothing, made of cotton, linen, or
other natural material, which helps facilitate airflow,
absorb sweat and avoid its accumulation.
- Avoid eating foods that produce body odor, such
as alcohol, garlic, onions and strong spices whose
aromatic ingredients can be eliminated through
sweat
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- Avoid toxins and stimulants such as coffee
- Use shoes that breathe, made of natural leather
that allows for the evaporation of sweat, and if you
wear socks, make them cotton. Rubber shoes are
not recommended.
- In addition to all its other qualities, did you
know that aloe vera can also help reduce excessive
perspiration? Just have one teaspoon of dried aloe
vera in one glass of water a couple of times a day.
- Radishes and lettuce also help avoid smelly
feet and armpits. They are some of the best natural
deodorants. Extract the juice of one kilo of radishes
or lettuce and keep refrigerated. After bathing,
when you’re dry, apply a little of the juice on your
feet and your armpits.
- Thanks to its antibacterial properties, coriondo
helps fight bacterial development in the armpits.
Just mash the plant and apply the juice with a bit
of gauze.
- A diet rich in foods that contain Vitamin B and
zinc helps the body to reduce body odor
- For people with excessive body odor,
dermatologists recommend a deodorant called
DRYSOL – available in local drugstores.
I know that sweating, perspiring, glowing… is a
common problem among all of us who live in this
paradise, and it’s not a very pleasant one. That is
why I suggest you search for more information to
prevent what could turn out to be rather unpleasant
moments.
At Ali’s Health Spa and Beauty Salon, we offer
a variety of treatments to make you look and feel
better. We will pamper you like you never imagined!
Visit us and find out for yourself.
All services at Ali’s Health & Rejuvenation
Spa are offered by professionals familiar with the
techniques, the products and their applications,
whether you’re interested in a facial, massage,
manicure, pedicure, hair removal, or any of the
many services available... Consultations are free.
For more information, or to make an appointment
with our expert in skin treatments, Dr. Mario Peña
Esparza (not a dermatologist), nutritionist Vanessa
Altamirano, or with renowned plastic surgeon Dr.
Nestor Baldizon, please give us a call.
Ali Hernandez is one of the few certified
cosmetologists in Puerto Vallarta. Her clinic is
conveniently located on 5 de Febrero, No. 319,
right near Rizo’s. Appointments can be made at
224-9633 or 044 322 292-8582.
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Real Estate

by HARRIET MURRAY

Behind the masks of Mexico
One of the better writers about
Mexican etiquette and ethics is
Boye L. De Mente. It is good to
go back and re-read some of his
passages when our area of Puerto
Vallarta and the Bay of Banderas
is coping with city and state
government changeovers, changes
in the fees and policies of the city
hall, and the physical breakdown
of the roads from the additional
rain fall. I have always told clients
looking at properties in September
and October that they are getting
the advantage of seeing the villa or
condo as it is when least attractive.
Imagine how it looks after the
rainy season from November
through May.
We expats, who live here fulltime or have second homes, have
many reasons for being here. An
appreciation of the people and
the physical geography plays an
important part. When prices for
home in Ft. Lauderdale are less

than a condo in Amapas, a buyer
will select our area if he sees
intrinsic value in our unique spot
on the western coast of Mexico.
De Mente’s preface to his book
gives us the proper perspective
to appreciate the gift of our
experience here. Here are some of
his points:
Mexicans appreciate that their
country is unique. They say “Como
México no hay dos!” There is no
other country like Mexico.
The majority of Mexicans
(80%) are Mestizos, the “new
race’’ made up a Spanish-Indian
blend. Character is a blend of
traditional Indian and Spanish
authoritarianism,
medieval
Catholicism,
personalism,
machismo, and inherently joyful
natures - which all manifests itself
in music, singing, dancing and art.
Mexico’s ethics are a blend
of historic religious intolerance,
corruption,
racism,
male
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chauvinism and an elitist political
system that conspired to keep
ordinary people ignorant and
powerless: to deny them basic
human rights. This would come to
mean that ethics were reduced to
the personal level and based on the
circumstances at hand, rather than
universal principles of right and
wrong.
This nature of Mexican ethics
was developed behind a public
façade of stylized and courtly
etiquette which gave a positive
impression to outsiders, but was
a false image of the realities of
Mexican life.
The reality of
Mexico has been obscured behind
a variety of masks: piety, pride,
courage, gaiety, indifference, and
stoicism.
Real masks have long been
of extraordinary importance in
Mexico, to communicate the spirit
word, to act out the roles of gods
and spirits, to create imaginary
worlds, to signify mystery, power,
and
sometimes
ruthlessness.
Realistically, the mask-like facial
expressions are a protective cloak
to conceal thoughts from outsiders
in order to avoid loss of face or
getting involved in situations
which could be physically
dangerous or threaten a position in
society.
Mexico’s uses of masks and
masked expressions have their
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exact counterparts among the
people of the Orient. Mexico’s
traditional ethics and etiquette
are more Oriental than Western,
as they do not often follow the
patterns of linear thinking, a
characteristic of the Anglo-Western
mindset. This background of the
Mexican attitude and behavior has
traditionally been more difficult for
Anglo Westerners to understand,
accept and deal with effectively in
business and politics.
There have been dramatic
economic, political and social
changes since the last decades of
the 20th century… yet, attitudes
and behavior of many remain very
traditional in their personal and
business relationships. Some of
the best advice I have received is
to study the history of the country
where you are living.
This article is based upon
legal opinions, current practices
and my personal experiences. I
recommend that each potential
buyer or seller of real estate
conduct his own due diligence and
review.
Ref.: “Mexican Etiquette and
Ethics” by Boye Lafayette De Mente.

Harriet Murray may be contacted
at harriet@casasandvillas.com

Hi-Tech
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Give it only to friends and coworkers. Eventually all addresses get
spammed, but keeping it close will minimize the problem.
Best to set up an extra free email account (Gmail... Hotmail or Yahoo)
and hand out that address when signing up for something online.
Do not use “Reply All” blindly
We’ve all seen those messages come in: Some stray person who got
the same group e-mail you received, hits Reply All and now everyone
in the group has to see his gripes. Don’t be that person. Especially don’t
be that person if you’re going to gripe about someone in particular—
it’s almost guaranteed that your subject will be on the list of people
getting the message. Sadly, that kind of thing happens all the time.

Email Etiquette…
It’s amazing how lazy we all can get with writing emails these
days. And... you know who you are! New users of all ages hit the
Internet every day. They’re so new that even the most well-established
“netiquette” (internet etiquette) can seem bizarre and nonsensical to
them. Especially when it comes to the killer app of all time: e-mail. So
here is some of the best advice I’ve heard over the years.
Beware of hoaxes
People have the best intentions when forwarding dire warnings about
the latest computer virus, telemarketer con jobs, natural disaster news,
and whatever stunts the current political administration is trying to pull.
The problem: The vast majority of e-mail about such topics is total
fiction.
I beg you: Whenever the opportunity strikes to pass on some juicy
tale of woe that has hit your inbox, first visit Snopes.com. This is the
Internet’s master repository of what a hoax is and what isn’t. Bookmark
the site. Visit it and do a search.
Don’t add to “junk mail”
Here’s news you may not believe: Most people don’t necessarily
share your sense of humor. Or your belief in chain letters that can cause
bad luck involving your reproductive organs.
Your friends and family are too polite to ask you to stop, and everyone
else is far too busy dealing with important messages to want to wade
through that nonsense. They all know to hit the delete key, but that
doesn’t mean receiving these messages isn’t annoying.
Get a permanent address
In the early days of the Internet, people got e-mail addresses through
either their Internet service provider or their employer. But few jobs or
ISPs last forever, so that means changing your address, which means
putting your friends through all the annoyance and hassle of updating
their address books.
You can minimize the chances of going through that change by
utilizing an e-mail from a provider you believe will be around a
while. Gmail, Yahoo, even Hotmail are all good bets. Time to leave
Prodigy mail and its antique mail servers, behind.
Don’t hand out your address like candy
Your e-mail address is a precious commodity, assuming you don’t
want an inbox filled with spam, phishing schemes, and advertisements.
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BCC is your friend
CC once stood for “carbon copy.” Some say today it stands for
“courtesy copy.” Either way, that’s how you send a message to someone
else along with your intended recipient. However you interpret CC,
the “B” stands for “blind,” and the BCC field is where you put in the
names of those people you want to read your message on the sly. The
people listed in the To and CC fields don’t get to see who’s included in
the BCC field and you’re not abusing everyone’s privacy by revealing
their e-mail addresses.
Brevity is the soul of wit
How often do you read e-mail messages that are over three paragraphs
long? Neither does anyone else. ‘Nuff said.
Avoid huge attachments
At one time, sending digital files to people was done only by e-mail.
It was the only direct way available. Now, you have a wealth of options
for sharing. As files get bigger and bigger, it’s best to take advantage of
these options rather than clog up an inbox.
First and best option: Share a link rather than the actual file. That video
of your stealthy ninja kitten is huge coming from your camcorder; but
if you put it on YouTube, you can simply send friends the link to view
it online. Maybe it will go viral and make you an internet superstar.
For still photos you can upload and share them from Photobucket.com
or Flickr.com.
NO ALL CAPS
This might be the oldest bit of netiquette around, but it’s still important
to point out to total newbies who shun the Shift key in favor of Caps
Lock: TYPING IN ALL CAPITAL LETTERS IS THE INTERNET
EQUIVALENT OF SHOUTING.
Don’t e-mail angry
There are many things not to do when angry. Drink, Drive, Call your
significant other, or your in-laws. Sending text communication of any
sort when peeved is also a big no-no.
That’s all my time for now. See you again next week... until then,
Remember, only safe Internet!
Ron can be found at CANMEX Computers. Sales, Repairs,
Networking, Wi-Fi, Hardware upgrades, Graphic Design, Data
Recovery, House-calls available. www.RonnieBravo.com Cellular
044-322-157-0688 or just email to CanMex@Gmail.com
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Fish Tales

It’s Fish City at big Corbeteña,
Black Marlin, Yellowfin,
Sailfish everywhere!
Written by STAN GABRUK

Everything is as you would expect it to be late into September here
in Marina Vallarta. The weather is tropical for sure, heat, humidity,
rain and sun. And as you may expect in tropical conditions, we
have a list of world class tropical species like Marlin and Yellowfin
Tuna just standing by for you to step up to the challenge. Corbeteña
this week tuned into what we always expect at this time of the
year, a fish machine! With perfect water conditions in almost all
of Puerto Vallarta’s fishing grounds, water visibility is about as
good as you’ll get it. Water temps are in the 85-degree range, but in
some places just under the surface there can be temperature drops.
Sailfish have moved in as expected at this time of year and the 57th
Pez Vela Tournament is around the corner. It is all coming together
now, either with or without you, amigo. It’s time to Rock!
Not all the news this week is good, for the last couple of weeks
the commercial fishing and processing boats, Seiners to be exact,
have been illegally sweeping the inside of the bay to get their holds
filled with a diminishing commodity due primarily to themselves.
So there are fish near Yelapa, but nothing like last week. Yes, this
is illegal, and yes, the only way these production ships know of
this secret spot of sorts is because the locals get a “finders” fee for
telling these Seiners where to go. Now this is very illegal and the
Navy has wind of this, but still, at what point will these Seiners
stop?
Still, inside the bay is doing well. Yellowfin Skip Jack are still on
the small side in front of Yelapa, but picking up as the days go by.
Some Sailfish are still here, but the bait being the Skippies (Skip
Jack Tuna) and those being scooped by the Seiners, it takes time
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to snap back. In front of the river mouths there are still chances
at Rooster fish, Snook and Snapper, even smaller Amber Jacks
are there for the taking. Don’t be too surprised about seeing Jack
Crevalle or Toros as the locals call them. Normally cold water fish,
this could be a sign there are cool swirling currents. The trash line
has all but disappeared; there are only so many leaves and crap to
wash into the streams. Rains have been fewer and fewer, so we are
once more looking at changes coming as we have just entered fall.
The Marieta Islands and El Moro Island have been on fire. Mostly
Sailfish, there is plenty of bait in the water and they are setting up
house. Some days it looks like a cactus garden with bills sticking
up all over calm water areas as they rest on the surface stuffed with
carnada (bait in English). They are digesting with their less than
adequate digestive system, you have to wonder how a stomach can
work well when it can be flipped inside out when need be. Skip Jack
Tuna, Snapper, Bonito, Rooster fish in the 30-lb range, the fishing is
great and for an 8-hour trip, you’ll come back with fish.
El Banco is surprisingly quiet with few Yellowfin to be had.
Marlin last week was the primary player here but even the Marlin
has thinned out. Everyday is a different day so don’t let one report
change your plans, especially if you are reading old reports. Sailfish,
Cubera Snapper, some Marlin, but they’re work if they’re there.
Plenty of bait, clean blue water and the conditions are perfect, I
guess the fish feel like hanging at Corbeteña…
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Speaking of Corbeteña, if you head out to take a shot at the
Black Marlin hovering in the area, to 700 lbs., it is going to be a
challenge. This is where the captain, the equipment, the conditions
and your luck all come into play. Also Cubera Snapper on the
surface feed are in the 60-lb range. Yellowfin Tuna, still here are
running about 80 to 120 lbs., which are not exactly the cows we
look for at this time of the year. Amber Jacks, very large Sailfish
and some Dorado to maybe 50 lbs. - if you have the luck of the
Irish. With crystal clear blue water, perfect water temperatures,
bait like you could not imagine and not many fisherman visiting
this area – even though it’s the best time of the year to be fishing,
making this the place to be. If you are looking to catch fish, you
need to at least consider this area.
I have been getting emails from people (not clients) about
why they’re not catching fish when they always catch fish in PV.
Nothing they tell me has changed in years on their end, same boat,
same crews, same places, so they have confidence in their crews.
So where are the fish? As the years have passed and the U.S.
economy has staggered, demands for quality fishing companies
has gone down in favor of a lower price and maybe the chance
of no fish. It has been my experience when people want to hear
something, they will. When the price seems right, people will
believe the lie to chase the fantasy. Tourism has survived, but the
fishing business is suffering everywhere, not just here in PV. Fuel
prices, equipment cost, maintenance, full time crews who catch
fish, all force prices up and frankly, their families like to eat as
well. Boats that changed their fishing line often, now don’t. Boats
that went out at 25 miles an hour to get you there in a hurry, now
go about 15 miles an hour, if lucky. New lures, sharp hooks, full
time professional and proven crews also cost money. To show
the importance of a proven and professional crew these days is
the most important element to a fishing trip for a finned fantasy.
The years of fishing in a bucket in PV are a thing of the past. The
better equipped boats with professional crews who know these
fishing grounds is the first element you want to be sure to have.
Anyone can run a boat, not everyone can catch fish with only
three lures. These days when the local promoters are promoting
the boats they can sell, the boat you want is the one that is too
much money in their mind. Cheap is just that, and there is cheap
for sure. Normally the difference between catching fish and not
catching fish can come down to a $100 Dollars for fuel and a
better captain. Not much in the grand scheme of things when you
are spending a whole day trying to catch something you don’t
have a chance at for the aforementioned reasons. So you’ve been
warned, amigo, you will catch fish if you are willing to look for
value with past performance, not just price.
I have moved once more just down from Victor’s Place / Café
Tacuba at the far end of the Marina, on the Westin Hotel end.
My doors will be open again for shirts and fishing trips with the
return of the tackle as quickly as possible. So if you don’t see me
in Marina Vallarta, don’t panic, just call me or email me and I
will be in touch while working the business from the closed door
office I have for now. Thanks for your continued support for the
last twelve years.
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Well that’s all for this week. Until next time, don’t forget to kiss
your fish!
Master Baiter’s has changed its location to a larger
shop located at the south end of Marina Vallarta down from
Victor’s Place / Café Tacuba by about four doors. I have the glass
structure up front and the shop in back as well. Look for us, we’re
easy to find as you walk the boardwalk, so come in and say hello
to Stan.
You can come be a ¨Fan¨ on Facebook here: www.facebook.com/
pages/Master-Baiters-Sportfishing-Tackle/88817121325 Looking
forward to meeting you online.   Facebook Fans get special perks
you won’t find in my reports.
Remember, at Master Baiter´s Sportfishing and Tackle, “We
Won’t Jerk You Around!” If you have any questions on any
subject regarding fishing or Puerto Vallarta, feel free to ask at
my email: CatchFish@MasterBaiters.com.mx Web page: www.
MasterBaiters.com.mx Phone Number for now: 011 52 1 (322)
779-7571 to me directly on my cell while my internet and phone is
being moved. It took a month last time, wish me luck!
The trade name Master Baiter’s ® Sportfishing and Tackle is
protected under trade mark law and is the sole property of Stan
Gabruk.
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Smile!

Welcoming the day when
our cars are in the driver’s seat
by JOSH FRED

I

f you drive through California in the coming years, you may pass
a fast-moving car with no one behind the wheel. But don’t panic —
it’s just a self-driving car that’s a much better driver than you.
California just became the third state to legalize the testing of
driverless cars on public roads: cars that drive themselves. These
astonishing vehicles have been road-tested by Google engineers for
several years and driven 500,000 kilometres on crowded city streets
and highways — without any accidents.
That’s partly because these smart vehicles have radar sensors, video
cameras and software that detects nearby cars and road signs. But
it’s also because they’ve completely eliminated the most dangerous
thing in a car — us human drivers.
According to road scientists, accidents and traffic jams aren’t
caused by too many cars — they’re caused by too many selfish,
distracted, utterly incompetent human drivers . . . like you.
You know who I mean — you!, the guy at the wheel trying to
squirt ketchup onto a burger while sipping your boiling-hot 36-ounce
coffee while searching the radio dial for the traffic report — while
weaving from lane to lane to get a few yards ahead of the cars in the
other lanes, that are all trying to get ahead of you.
Yet because all of us are weaving back and forth, eager to be in the
“fastest” lane, everyone else has to brake and slow down frequently
— and that slows us all down and creates most traffic jams and
accidents.
We humans are a distracted species with lots on our mind,
according to the book Traffic. It reports that every hour the average
driver adjusts the radio 7.4 times, tends a child 8.1 times, applies
lipstick, or searches for sunglasses, breath mints or whatever 10.8
times.
Not to mention yakking on the phone, sending text messages and
tailgating and honking at the driver in front of you while cursing him
out for being a bad driver.
We’re way too emotional a species to be allowed behind the wheel
of a speeding 2,000-kg vehicle — and now science is preparing to
remove us. The fact is, we humans aren’t fit to drive — because we
all drive selfishly, making decisions for ourselves.
However, self-driving cars make every decision for the common
good — keeping the right distance from each other, obeying speed
limits and sticking to lanes in an intelligent, orderly manner to avoid
problems. Frankly, I can hardly wait to be replaced by one.
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The advantages are obvious:
Your car can drop you at work downtown, then take the kids to
school in N.D.G. and gas up on its own — then drive back home to
park free in your driveway until you need it. On the down side, it
won’t kiss you goodbye on the cheek as your spouse does.
A driverless car frees you up to do more valuable things with
your time in the car, such as send texts and play popular video
games such as Grand Theft Auto and Need for Speed. It will allow
many people to “drive” without having a licence — like drunken
17-year-olds and even grade-school kids.
But you’d better make sure the “parental controls” are on so the
kids don’t say: “Hey, car—how fast do you go? Can you break
200?”
Self-driving cars don’t rubberneck like humans who slow down
one after another to watch a blond unloading her trunk — and
back up traffic for an hour. As driverless vehicles spread, road
scientists say they will eliminate most traffic jams and accidents
— eventually saving 33,000 lives a year in North America and
700,000 worldwide.
All because they are not a “bundle of emotions in motion,” like
us.
Convoys of driverless cars can travel tightly together at high
speed, linked electronically by computer with only inches between
them — tripling road capacity. They never need to unnecessarily
speed up, slow down or change lanes — except perhaps in Quebec
where all roads are always under construction, unlike California.
We may need a special Quebec driverless car that can negotiate
50-pothole blocks, make sudden U-turns at coned-off streets, rock
their way out of snow banks and read electronic French road signs
saying:
Route ouverte seulement lun. — mer. — ven., 9-11:15 et 14:2016:35, sauf Ramadan, Eid et Yom Kippur.
I can see only one long-term danger. Eventually these eversmarter cars may sense the truth — that we humans are fat, lazy,
utterly useless parasites lounging inside them — and they may
decide to correct the problem, despite shouted protests:
«Hey, car — this isn’t the way home! Where are you taking me . .
. and why are the doors locked? Car . . . Car! I don’t like this part of
town ... and what’s that smell? Omigod! — it’s carbon monox —»
Josh Freed writes a humorous weekly column about everything
from potholes to politics to the pigeons who’ve taken over his back
balcony in Montreal. In both 2002 and 1997 he won the National
Newspaper Award for best Canadian columnist, while a collection
of his columns also won the Leacock Prize for humor.
Between columns, Josh is an award-winning documentary-maker
whose films have taken him from Mongolia and Russia to the North
Pole. His “Merchandising Murder” won the World Medal for
Investigative Reporting at the New York International TV Festival.
He has also written several best-selling books. Josh is directionallydisabled, calligraphy-challenged and hair-impaired, as his regular
readers know. But he believes that he who laughs, lasts. His e-mail
address is joshfreed49@gmail.com
© Copyright 2012 Josh Freed - No part of this article may be
reproduced without the express authorization of the author.
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Directories

Non-Profit Charitable Organizations

For visitors to Puerto Vallarta who wish to do a good deed for the

less privileged in our little paradise, this is a list of some of the many
organizations that could benefit from such kind gestures.
Asilo San Juan Diego home for the elderly - Contact: Lupita
Sanchez Covarrubias Tel. 222-1257 or malupita88@hotmail.com or
visit the website www.mexonline.com\asilosanjuandiego.htm
Asociación Down - The Foundation for assistance to persons with
Down’s Syndrome - Contact Ana Catalina Eisenring at 224-9577.
Banderas Bay Women’s Shelter - Safe shelter to women &
children victims of domestic violence. Enables women to become
financially independent through jobs, education and non-interest
micro loans, professional counseling for them & their children.
www.compassionforthefamily.org
Becas Vallarta, A.C. – provides scholarships to approximately 300
high school and university students. Donations are tax-deductible in
Mexico and the USA. Polly Vicars at (322) 223-1371 or Buri Gray at
(322) 221-5285. Website: www.puerto-vallarta.com/amf
Casa Hogar a shelter dedicated to improving the lives of orphaned,
abandoned, disadvantaged or vulnerable children.- Contact: Luz
Aurora Arredondo at 221-1908, Rita Millan (322) 141-6974.
casamaximocornejo@gmail.com
Centro Comunitario SETAC-GLBT - provides essential services
to the GLBT community, including physical & mental health
treatment and referrals, education & recreation, free AA meetings,
English classes, HIV testing and counseling. Paco Arjona 224-1974
or paco@setac.com.mx
Clinica de Rehabilitación Santa Barbara - Rehabilitation of the
handicapped. Contact: Laura Lopez Portillo Rodriguez at 224-2754.
CompassionNet Impact - forms strategic partnerships & initiates
programs that provide opportunities for people living in chronic
poverty to transform their own lives. Bookmobile, homes, jobs
creation, loans, English & computer classes, emergency food,
medicine & clothing, etc. Tax-deductible in Canada & the U.S. Cell:
(322) 133-7263. ric@4compassion.org
Cruz Roja (Red Cross) - handles hospital and emergency service
in Vallarta. It is the only facility that is authorized to offer assistance
to injured people on the street, transport them to their facility or other
ones indicated by the injured person. Contact: 222-1533, 222-4973
Discapacitados de Vallarta, A.C. (DIVAC) association of
handicapped individuals dedicated to helping one another. Contact:
Ivan Applegate at 221-5153.
Grupo Ecològico de Puerto Vallarta - Contact R.C. Walker at
222-0897, e-mail: rc_walkermx@yahoo.com.mx
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International Friendship Club (IFC) - Assists the people
of Puerto Vallarta and environs. Donations are tax deductible in
Mexico. Tel.: 222-5466 or email ifc@pvmexico.com Website:
www.pvmexico.com/news/
Navy League - Helps in the transportation of donated supplies
and equipment from the U.S. to Puerto Vallarta. Contacts: Jerry
Lafferty at (322) 221-6156 or Jeff Miltenberger at navyleague@
prodigy.net.mx
New Life Mexico - a British Charity working in Mexico.
“Challenging Child Poverty with Health and Education
Programmes”. Contact: Philippa.VernonPowell@facebook.com
Pasitos de Luz (Mamas Unidas por la Rehabilitación de sus
Hijos) - substitute home for low income children with any type of
handicap, offers rehabilitation services and special support to their
families. 299-4146. www.pasitosdeluz.org
PEACE Mexico – Works on Protection, Education, Animal
health (free mobile spay/neuter program for cats & dogs), Culture,
Environment & economic development, with communities in the
Bay of Banderas area and beyond. Tax deductible in Canada & the
U.S. Gretchen@peacemexico.org or www.peacemexico.org
Pro Biblioteca de Vallarta raises funds for Los Mangos Public
Library. Tax-deductible receipts for Mexico and USA. Contacts:
Ricardo Murrieta at 224-9966 or Jimmie Ellis at 222-1478.
Proyecto Pitillal, “Busca un Amigo” - association created by
underprivileged mothers of paralyzed children who need society’s
help. Tel.: 299-44 95.
PuRR Project - a no-kill cat shelter with approx. 250 resident
felines living in a natural environment, un-caged, kittens in the
Kitten Nursery, on-site clinic with daily veterinarian services.
www.purrproject.com
Refugio Infantil Santa Esperanza Shelter for children. Contacts:
Madre Mari at 222-7857 or Sudy Coy at 222-5765. Donations are
tax-deductible in Canada and the U.S. www.ccshf.ca
The goal of Roma’s Kids - a registered corporation in Mexico
- is to educate the children of the Volcanes and surrounding area,
to provide them with the skills necessary to become employable by
the major industry here in Puerto Vallarta – tourism: math, English
and computer programs a priority. 100% goes to the kids. www.
kids.romamexico.com
SPCA PV – provides private vet costs for rescued animals,
volunteers to create & maintain a data base of adoptions, to walk
dogs at the foster home, Casita de Guadalupe, foster homes for dogs
& cats, trap & release program for feral cats, etc. www.spcapv.com
Un Mañana Brillante (A Brighter Tomorrow) - partnership
of Americans and Canadians to support the Colegio MexicoAmericano. Contact: Margi Baughman. Email: mach1@prodigy.
net.mx or David Bender, email: dbender@prodigy.net.mx
Vallarta Botanical Gardens - Vision: to build Mexico’s greatest
botanical garden in the highlands of Jalisco, Mexico. Research &
education of plant life, city beautification programs, bird watching, etc.
Donations to the Vallarta Botanical Gardens are tax deductible in the
USA. Tel.: 223-6182 or email info@vallartabotanicalgardensac.org.
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